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Effect of lithographicallyinduced strain relaxation on the
magnetic domain configuration in
microfabricated epitaxially grown
Fe81Ga19
R. P. Beardsley1, D. E. Parkes1, J. Zemen2, S. Bowe1,3, K. W. Edmonds1, C. Reardon4,
F. Maccherozzi3, I. Isakov2,5, P. A. Warburton5, R. P. Campion1, B. L. Gallagher1, S. A. Cavill3,4 &
A. W. Rushforth1
We investigate the role of lithographically-induced strain relaxation in a micron-scaled device
fabricated from epitaxial thin films of the magnetostrictive alloy Fe81Ga19. The strain relaxation due
to lithographic patterning induces a magnetic anisotropy that competes with the magnetocrystalline
and shape induced anisotropies to play a crucial role in stabilising a flux-closing domain pattern. We
use magnetic imaging, micromagnetic calculations and linear elastic modelling to investigate a region
close to the edges of an etched structure. This highly-strained edge region has a significant influence
on the magnetic domain configuration due to an induced magnetic anisotropy resulting from the
inverse magnetostriction effect. We investigate the competition between the strain-induced and shapeinduced anisotropy energies, and the resultant stable domain configurations, as the width of the bar is
reduced to the nanoscale range. Understanding this behaviour will be important when designing hybrid
magneto-electric spintronic devices based on highly magnetostrictive materials.
Many existing and proposed spintronic device concepts make use of magnetic domains and domain walls to store
and process data. Examples include magnetoresistive random access memory1,2, racetrack memory3,4 and domain
wall logic architectures5. The drive to develop these technologies has led to a large and growing body of work on
the behaviour and structure of magnetic domain configurations and domain walls6.
The majority of recent studies have used electrical currents to manipulate magnetization, typically by spin
transfer torque7 or by magnetic field8. Whilst these methods have received significant attention they have not
yet adequately addressed the problem of Joule heating, which presents an increasing problem as logic and memory devices are reduced in size. It has been shown that using electric fields to manipulate magnetization can be
many times more efficient than electrical current, due to the achieved reduction in power dissipation within
the device9,10. Hybrid ferromagnet/piezoelectric devices, in which magnetic anisotropy is controlled by voltage
induced strain, are increasingly being seen as a viable and pragmatic solution to the problem of electrical control
of magnetization for spintronic applications11–14. One of the key elements of such hybrid devices is a magnetostrictive ferromagnetic material, of which Fe81Ga19 has the highest magnetostriction coefficient for non-rare-earth
containing materials15, and displays highly magnetostrictive behaviour in the form of thin films16, making it an
excellent candidate for integration into the hybrid structures.
The configuration of ferromagnetic domains and domain walls in a lithographically patterned structure
is determined by the balance of the anisotropy energies, including magnetocrystalline, magnetoelastic and
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shape-induced anisotropy terms. The relative magnitude of these different anisotropies is dependent on device
size and aspect ratio. In earlier studies we have shown that the magnetization in large scale (~50 μm) epitaxial Fe81Ga19 structures is dominated by magnetoelastic and cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy terms, and the
domains appear disordered with domain walls forming at nucleation sites determined by imperfections in the
device structure12. In narrower devices, with width ~15 μm and length ~90 μm, shape-induced anisotropy plays
a more important role and magnetic domains form a pattern which minimises the stray field from the device17.
In this letter we discuss an additional contribution to the anisotropy energy which can result from the relaxation
of growth strain at the edges of lithographically patterned bars when the width is reduced to the order of 1 μm
or less. This strain-relaxation originates from a lattice mismatch between the epitaxially grown magnetic layer
and the substrate. The lattice mismatch imposes a built-in compressive strain in the magnetic layer, which can be
relaxed by etching of the continuous film into patterned devices. The effect of strain-relaxation on magnetic anisotropy was studied extensively in the diluted magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As18–21. There, the low magnetic
moment prevented the formation of regular domain patterns and the observations were interpreted using a single
domain model. In our high moment Fe81Ga19 devices this additional contribution to the magnetic anisotropy
energy results in the stabilisation of a flux closure magnetic domain pattern, which is distorted compared to the
pattern observed in wider bars17 where the effects of the lattice relaxation are less significant.
The sample consisted of a 14.3 nm Fe81Ga19 epitaxial thin film grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a 500 nm
Si-doped buffer on a GaAs (001) substrate. A 1.5 nm amorphous GaAs capping layer was grown to protect the
metallic layer from oxidation. The layer structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). X-ray diffraction measurements using a
Phillips X-Pert materials research diffractometer on material grown under similar conditions16 show a single peak
corresponding to the Fe81Ga19 layer, indicating that the layer is a single crystal phase with a vertical lattice parameter of a⊥FeGa = 0.296nm. The lattice constant of the A2 phase of single crystal bulk Fe81Ga19 is known to be
aoFeGa = 0.287 nm22. Taking the in plane lattice constant of a fully strained film to be half the GaAs substrate lattice parameter (a FeGa = 0.5a0GaAs = 0.283 nm) and assuming a Poisson ratio of 0.4523 this would imply that the
out of plane lattice constant of a fully strained Fe81Ga19 film on GaAs would be 0.296 nm, consistent with the
measured value. Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry shows that the cubic
magnetocrystalline anisotropy favouring the [100]/[010] directions has a magnitude KC =  18.9 ×  103 J/m3 for the
unpatterned film, and the weaker uniaxial anisotropy favouring the [110] direction is KU =  12.4 ×  103 J/m3. The
latter contribution is typically observed for ferromagnetic films grown on GaAs substrates and is induced by the
substrate/film interface24,25. The saturation magnetisation of the film is 1.4 ×  106 A/m. An L-shaped structure with
arms of width 1.2 μm and length 10 μm along the [100]/[010] directions was fabricated using electron beam
lithography and Ar ion milling. The milled depth was greater than the film thickness which resulted in a 100 nm
GaAs mesa, measured by atomic force microscopy, with the Fe81Ga19 and capping layers on top (Fig. 1(a)). In this
letter we focus on the behaviour in one 10 μm-long arm of the L-shaped structure.
Finite element calculations were used to gain insight into the structural behaviour of a bar of infinite length
and the same cross-sectional dimensions as the experimental device. A fixed structural constraint was set at the
substrate boundaries and an initial in-plane compressive strain of (a0FeGa − a FeGa )/a0FeGa = 1.4% was included
in the Fe81Ga19 layer. The strain profiles in the wire cross section were calculated using a partial differential equation solver (the COMSOL software package) implementing the theory of an anisotropic elastic medium. From
here on we define positive strain as the difference between the in-plane lattice spacing along the directions perpendicular and parallel to the stripe such that the zero strain state corresponds to the unrelaxed film.
Figure 1(a,b) show the calculated strain relaxation across the wire cross-section, defined as εxx −  εyy where εxx
and εyy are the in-plane components of strain in directions perpendicular and parallel to the wire. The strain profile at the Fe81Ga19/cap interface, shown in Fig. 1(c), reveals that there is a nonzero strain relaxation in the centre
of the cross-section, which increases in amplitude away from the bar centre. The relaxation in the edge-region
was also seen in the previous studies on (Ga,Mn)As-based devices18–21. An interesting feature of this profile is the
abrupt decrease in amplitude in the regions near to the edges of the bar. This discontinuity is only observed with
the inclusion of the GaAs capping layer, which tends to suppress the relaxation of the in-built strain by partially
clamping the top surface as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Magnetic domains were imaged using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) on beamline I06 of the
Diamond Light Source26. Illuminating the sample at oblique incidence and making use of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism at the Fe L3 edge as the contrast mechanism allowed sensitivity to in-plane moments with a spatial
resolution of approximately 50 nm. Figure 2(a) shows an image of the domain configuration in a 1.2 μm ×  6 μm
section of the bar. The flux-closure domain configuration observed is different to that seen in previous studies
of wires with width 15 μm17 in that the regions with magnetisation perpendicular to the length of the bar are
broadened at the edges of the bar. In this study there is no externally induced strain and we attribute the observed
domain behaviour to the relatively large effect of non-linear strain relaxation at the bar edges in our narrower
device.
To understand the experimentally observed domain configuration we performed micromagnetic calculations carried out using the Object Oriented Micromagnetic Framework (OOMMF)27. The simulation used
magnetocrystalline anisotropy coefficients determined by the SQUID magnetometry measurements of the unpatterned Fe81Ga19 film, a cell size of 1 nm × 1 nm × 10 nm and critical damping. The OOMMF simulation was initialised in a flux-closing state, with flux-closing units having an aspect ratio of 1:1.3, which is the average aspect
ratio present in the experimental image.
The magneto-elastic coupling present in the Fe81Ga19 film leads to a strain-induced uniaxial anisotropy across
the width of the bar, with a profile determined by the strain profile shown in Fig. 1(c). The relation between
strain and magneto-elastic anisotropy energy is, ΔKme =  Bmeε, where ΔKme represents the change in the magnetic
anisotropy energy and ε is the position-dependent uniaxial strain perpendicular to the bar length. We set the
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Figure 1. The calculated strain relaxation across the micro-bar. (a) Cross-sectional view of the layer structure
of the experimental device and simulated colour scale map showing the relaxation of the growth strain as a
function of depth in the bar. (b) A zoomed section of the colour scale map showing the relaxation of the growth
strain as a function of depth in the edge region of the bar. (c) The simulated strain profile across the Fe81Ga19 bar
at the Fe81Ga19/cap interface.

magneto-elastic constant, Bme =  1.56 ×  107 J/m3, as determined previously for an epitaxial thin Fe81Ga19 film16.
We have approximated the anisotropy energy as a function of position by fitting a first order polynomial to the
edge region, and an exponential function to the central region of the calculated strain profile. This strain-induced
anisotropy energy was incorporated into the OOMMF calculation as an additional uniaxial magnetocrystalline
anisotropy term, with the anisotropy axis perpendicular to the length of the bar. The results of micromagnetic
calculations based on the approximated anisotropy profile are shown in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the experimental
data, the ground state is a flux-closure pattern with regions magnetised perpendicular to the length of the bar. To
observe broadening of the domain boundaries at the edges of the bar to an extent similar to that observed in the
experimental data, we scale the magnitude of the strain-induced anisotropy by a factor of 0.4 in the simulations,
otherwise the calculated broadening is too large. A possible explanation for the need to scale the anisotropy might
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Figure 2. The magnetic domain configuration. (a) Experimental top down PEEM image of 1.2 μm ×  6 μm
region of a bar with arrows indicating the magnetization direction. (b) Micromagnetic simulation for the
1.2 μm ×  6 μm bar with an anisotropy profile that includes the calculated strain relaxation profile scaled
by a factor of 0.4. (c) Micromagnetic simulation for the 1.2 μm ×  6 μm bar initialised in a single domain
configuration without the inclusion of a strain-induced anisotropy. (d) As in (b), but for a 100 nm × 500 nm bar.
arise from damage to the Fe81Ga19 layer at the edges of the bar during device fabrication, which would degrade
the magnetism in the region where the strain relaxation is largest. If the strain-induced anisotropy is not included
in the calculation we find that the flux closure domain configuration is not the lowest energy state of the system.
Calculations initialised with a single domain state, where magnetisation is aligned uniformly along the length
of the bar, evolve into the S-shaped domain pattern shown in Fig. 2(c). In the absence of the strain-induced
anisotropy the S-shaped pattern represents a lower total energy state than the flux closure state. The situation is
reversed when the strain-induced anisotropy is included in the calculation. Calculations on bars with the same
1.2 μm width, but using periodic boundary conditions to simulate infinite length reveal that a very similar flux
closure pattern represents the lowest energy ground state when the strain-induced anisotropy is included, but that
without this anisotropy term a single domain configuration with magnetisation pointing along the length of the
bar is the lowest energy configuration.
To investigate the competition between the shape- and strain-induced anisotropies and to determine the limit
in which shape-induced anisotropy will overcome the strain-induced anisotropy, we carried out calculations for
bars of different widths, but with the same length to width ratio, thickness and etch depth as in the calculations
described above. Figure 3(a) shows the calculated strain profile as a function of the normalised position across
the bar. It can be observed that the maximum strain at the edges of the bar, where the relaxation is largest, remains
roughly the same for each bar width. The strain relaxation at the centre of the bar, and therefore also the average
strain relaxation across the bar, becomes larger as the bar width decreases. Figure 3(b) shows the difference,
ΔE, between the total energies of the flux closure and S-shaped states as a function of bar width. For widths in the
range 100 nm to 2000 nm (300 nm or greater and less than 2000 nm for the infinitely long bar), the flux closure
state is the energetically favourable state when the strain-induced anisotropy is included in the calculation. For
widths greater than 500 nm (300 nm for the infinitely long bar) the magnitude of ΔE decreases as width increases,
representing the reducing significance of the strain-induced anisotropy which acts mainly at the edges of the
bar. Below 500 nm (300 nm for the infinitely long bar) the magnitude of ΔE decreases as the bar width decreases
until eventually the S-shaped state becomes energetically more favourable. This transition occurs below a width
of 100 nm (300 nm for the infinitely long bar) and represents the increasing significance of the demagnetising
field with respect to the strain-induced anisotropy as the width of the bar is reduced to these dimensions. For
the 100 nm wide bar the flux closure domain pattern is the energetically favoured state. In this case the strain
relaxation is significant across the whole width of the bar. However, Fig. 2(d) reveals that the broadening of
the transverse domains at the edges of the bar is reduced compared to the case of the 1200 nm bar (Fig. 2(b))
due to the increased significance of the demagnetising field which competes with the strain-induced anisotropy.
We note that, although not considered in the present study, it would be important to include the effects of the
strain-induced anisotropy in the length direction of the bar for devices with dimensions in the sub-micron limit.
In the absence of strain-induced anisotropy the S-shaped state is energetically favourable for both the finite and
infinite length bars over the whole range of widths considered.
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Figure 3. The dependence on the width of the bar. (a) Calculated strain profile across the Fe81Ga19 bar at
the Fe81Ga19/cap interface as a function of the normalised position across the bar for different widths. (b) The
difference in the total energy calculated for a bar initialised in the flux closure domain state and a bar with the
S-shaped domain state, ΔE, as a function of the width of the bar. The dashed line represents ΔE =  0.

In our Fe81Ga19 structures the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy supports magnetic easy axes along the
[100] and [010] directions. The small intrinsic uniaxial anisotropy along the [110] direction acts to distort the
shape of the magnetic domains and leads to a canting of the magnetic moments towards the [110] direction. This
feature is present in the experimental data (Fig. 2(a)) and is also revealed in the calculations. Furthermore, the
magnetostriction constant in Fe81Ga19 is largest along the [100]/[010] directions, hence magneto-elastic effects
will be maximised by strain relaxation along these directions23, as is the case with our device.
Magnetic contrast imaging by Kerr microscopy on patterned and unpatterned films reveals no evidence of the
formation of magneto-statically and magneto-elastically self-sufficient domains, which were reported by Chopra
et al. for FexGa1−x single crystals after high-temperature thermal processing28. This may be due to the different
growth method used in our study or the fact that our epitaxial films are clamped to a thick substrate. In our case,
a micromagnetic model incorporating strain relaxation induced anisotropy energy is sufficient to understand the
experimental observations.
In conclusion we have demonstrated that relaxation of growth strain is an important factor in determining
the magnetic domain configuration of micron and sub-micron sized devices based on epitaxial Fe81Ga19. In the
1.2 μm wide bars investigated experimentally, the strain-induced anisotropy stabilises the formation of a regular
flux-closure domain configuration and distorts the features near the edges of the bar. The competition between
strain- and shape-induced anisotropy energies determines the stable domain configuration over a range of device
dimensions. Growth strain is an additional degree of freedom to be considered and manipulated in the design of
micro- and nano-scale magnetic devices.
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